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Class :II Marks: 80 

I. Choose the correct answers from the brackets: (lxS=S) 

1. A leap year comes after every .......... years. ( 4/7) 

2. What is midday also known as? (noon/ midnight)

3 ....... is a commonly used fuel in cars. (petrol/ electricity) 

4. . ...... contains salty water. (river / sea) 

5. The harvt>st festival of Assam. (Bihu / Lohri)

II. Fill in the blanks: (lxS=S) 

1. ........ is celebrated on 2nd October.

2. . ...... are large areas of land that are covered with sand. 

3. The sun always rises in the ..... . 

4. We have .... hours in a day. 

5 . ........ is the fastest and the most expensive way to go anywhere. 

III. Write whether the following statements are 'true' or 'false':

1. Cycles need fuel to move.

2. If you face the rising sun, the North is on your right.

3. A calendar tells us the time.

4. There are 365 days in a leap year.

5. Rain water is the cleanest form of fresh water.

IV. Match the following:

1. Plains

2. Drawing

3. 15th August

4. CNG

5. Clock.

V. Give one word :

a) a public holiday

b) fuel

c) flat lands

d) time

e) recreation.

1. A small model of the earth.

2. A small mountain.

3. A substance that produces heat when it is burnt.

4. A drawing of a place on a paper.

5. The time iust before sunri�P.

(lxS=S) 
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(5x2=10) 
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VI. Do as directed:

1. Find the odd one:

a) April, June, May, November.

2. Water: ship :: ...... : train. 

3. East: sunrise : : west : ......... . 

4. Give an example for

a) A recreation.

b) A slow vehicle.

(Sx2=10) 

VII. Look at the picture carefully and answer the following questions:

1. What is there in the south of the picture?

2. What is there in the north of the picture?

3. What is there in the east of the picture?

4. What is there in the west of the picture?

VIII. Identify the pictures:

d.) 

(2x4=8) 
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IX. Given below is a calendar: read it carefully and answer the following

" 

questions: (lx5=5) 
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1. Which year is shown in the calendar?

2. Which is the month is?

3. How many weeks are there?

4. 17th falls on which day?

5. How many days are there in the month given?

•-1111 �Ill II..__ 

X. Answer the following questions: (lx2=5) 
1. In 2016, February had 29 days and not 28 days. Why?

2. What is recreation?

3. What do directions tell us?

4. What are means of transport?

5. Where do Hindus go to pray?

XI. Explain the following: (5x2=10) 
1. Name any two recreational activities.

2. What are seas? Why is the water of the sea unfit for drinking?

3. Name the four main directions? Where does the sun rise?

4. What is the difference between noon and midnight?

5. What is a leap year? When does it come?

XII. Write in your own words:
(lx3=3) 

1. Which is your favourite festival? How do you celebrate it?

XIII. Draw and label:
(2x2=4) 1. Draw any two physical features of the earth.
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